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a b s t r a c t 

We address the computational challenges encountered in turbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold flow 

analysis. The core computational method is the Space–Time Variational Multiscale (ST-VMS) method, 

and the other key methods are the ST Isogeometric Analysis (ST-IGA), ST Slip Interface (ST-SI) method, 

ST/NURBS Mesh Update Method (STNMUM), and a general-purpose NURBS mesh generation method for 

complex geometries. The ST framework, in a general context, provides higher-order accuracy. The VMS 

feature of the ST-VMS addresses the computational challenges associated with the multiscale nature of 

the unsteady flow in the manifold and turbine, and the moving-mesh feature of the ST framework en- 

ables high-resolution computation near the rotor surface. The ST-SI enables moving-mesh computation of 

the spinning rotor. The mesh covering the rotor spins with it, and the SI between the spinning mesh and 

the rest of the mesh accurately connects the two sides of the solution. The ST-IGA enables more accurate 

representation of the turbine and manifold geometries and increased accuracy in the flow solution. The 

STNMUM enables exact representation of the mesh rotation. The general-purpose NURBS mesh generation 

method makes it easier to deal with the complex geometries we have here. An SI also provides mesh gen- 

eration flexibility in a general context by accurately connecting the two sides of the solution computed 

over nonmatching meshes. That is enabling us to use nonmatching NURBS meshes here. Stabilization pa- 

rameters and element length definitions play a significant role in the ST-VMS and ST-SI. For the ST-VMS, 

we use the stabilization parameters introduced recently, and for the ST-SI, the element length definition 

we are introducing here. The model we actually compute with includes the exhaust gas purifier, which 

makes the turbine outflow conditions more realistic. We compute the flow for a full intake/exhaust cycle, 

which is much longer than the turbine rotation cycle because of high rotation speeds, and the long dura- 

tion required is an additional computational challenge. The computation demonstrates that the methods 

we use here are very effective in this class of challenging flow analyses. 

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

Turbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold flow analysis is

computationally challenging. The challenges include unsteady flow

through a complex geometry with multiple inlets, the need for

high-resolution flow representation near the rotor surface, high

Reynolds numbers, and multiscale flow behavior. The flow un-

steadiness comes from the intake/exhaust cycle and the flow in

the manifold and turbine. An additional challenge is that the time

scale of the intake/exhaust cycle is much larger than that of the

turbine because of high turbine rotation speeds and this requires
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ong-duration computations in the turbine time scale. The parts of

hese challenges faced in turbine computations in a more general

ontext have been addressed also by other researchers, with ap-

roaches ranging from using a single blade with spatially-periodic

oundary conditions (see, e.g., [1–6] ) to “sliding interfaces” (see,

.g., [7–9] ). The precursors of the work presented in this article

ere reported in [10–12] . In this article, we target more realistic

ow analysis conditions, including the turbine inflow and outflow

onditions, increased accuracy in the flow solution, more detailed

urbine performance analysis, and covering the full intake/exhaust

ycle. 

The core computational method is the Space–Time Variational

ultiscale (ST-VMS) method [13–15] , and the other key methods

re the ST Isogeometric Analysis (ST-IGA) [10,13,16] , ST Slip Inter-
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ace (ST-SI) method [17,18] , ST/NURBS Mesh Update Method (STN-

UM) [16,19–21] , and a general-purpose NURBS mesh generation

ethod for complex geometries [11,12] . 

.1. ST-VMS and ST-SUPS 

The ST-VMS is the VMS version of the Deforming-Spatial-

omain/Stabilized ST (DSD/SST) method [22–24] . The DSD/SST

as introduced for computation of flows with moving bound-

ries and interfaces (MBI), including fluid–structure interaction

FSI). In MBI computations the DSD/SST functions as a moving-

esh method. Moving the fluid mechanics mesh to track a fluid–

olid interface enables mesh-resolution control near the interface

nd, consequently, high-resolution representation of the bound-

ry layer. Because the stabilization components of the DSD/SST are

he Streamline-Upwind/Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) [25] and Pressure-

tabilizing/Petrov–Galerkin (PSPG) [22] stabilizations, the method

s also called “ST-SUPS.” The VMS components of the ST-VMS are

rom the residual-based VMS (RBVMS) method [26–29] . The ST-

MS has two more stabilization terms beyond those the ST-SUPS

as, and these additional terms give the method better turbulence

odeling features. Conversely, we can see the ST-SUPS as a re-

uced version of the ST-VMS. The ST-SUPS and ST-VMS, because

f the higher-order accuracy of the ST framework (see [13,14] ), are

esirable also in computations that do not involve MBI. 

The Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) method is an earlier

nd more commonly used moving-mesh method. The ALE finite el-

ment method was introduced in 1981 [30] . The ALE-VMS method

31–36] is the VMS version of the ALE. It was introduced after the

T-SUPS [22] and ALE-SUPS [37] methods and preceded the ST-

MS. The ALE-VMS and RBVMS are often supplemented with spe-

ial methods, such as those for weakly-enforced no-slip boundary

ondition [38–40] , “sliding interfaces” [41,42] and backflow stabi-

ization [43] . They have been successfully applied to many classes

f FSI, MBI and fluid mechanics problems. The classes of prob-

ems include wind-turbine aerodynamics and FSI [7,8,44–49] , more

pecifically, vertical-axis wind turbines [50,51] , floating wind tur-

ines [52] , wind turbines in atmospheric boundary layers [53] , and

atigue damage in wind-turbine blades [54] , patient-specific car-

iovascular fluid mechanics and FSI [31,55–60] , biomedical-device

SI [61–66] , ship hydrodynamics with free-surface flow and fluid–

bject interaction [67,68] , hydrodynamics and FSI of a hydraulic ar-

esting gear [69,70] , hydrodynamics of tidal-stream turbines with

ree-surface flow [71] , and bioinspired FSI for marine propulsion

72,73] . 

The ST-SUPS and ST-VMS have also been successfully ap-

lied to many classes of FSI, MBI and fluid mechanics prob-

ems. The classes of problems include spacecraft parachute analy-

is for the main parachutes [34,74–77] , cover-separation parachutes

78] and the drogue parachutes [79–81] , wind-turbine aerody-

amics for horizontal-axis wind-turbine rotors [7,34,82,83] , full

orizontal-axis wind turbines [8,21,84,85] and vertical-axis wind

urbines [17] , flapping-wing aerodynamics for an actual locust

16,19,34,86] , bioinspired MAVs [20,84,85,87] and wing-clapping

88,89] , blood flow analysis of cerebral aneurysms [84,90] , stent-

locked aneurysms [90–92] , aortas [93,94] and heart valves

85,88,94–97] , spacecraft aerodynamics [78,98] , thermo-fluid anal-

sis of ground vehicles and their tires [15] , thermo-fluid analy-

is of disk brakes [18] , flow-driven string dynamics in turboma-

hinery [99] , flow analysis of turbocharger turbines [10–12] , flow

round tires with road contact and deformation [100,101] , ram-air

arachutes [102] , and compressible-flow parachute aerodynamics

103] . 

In the flow analysis presented here, the ST framework provides

igher-order accuracy in a general context. The VMS feature of the

T-VMS addresses the computational challenges associated with
he multiscale nature of the unsteady flow in the manifold and tur-

ine. The moving-mesh feature of the ST framework enables high-

esolution computation near the rotor surface. 

.2. Discontinuity-capturing term 

When the flow field has a shock or some other discontinuity,

tabilized methods are often supplemented with a discontinuity-

apturing (DC) term. We do not have a DC term in the compu-

ations presented in this article. The introduction segment we in-

lude here just serves as background material for the introduction

egment given in Section 1.7 on stabilization parameters and ele-

ent length definitions. 

Supplementing the SUPG method with a DC term goes back

ore than three decades [104,105] . In fact, the DC term played a

ey role in the evolution of the compressible-flow SUPG method

106–108] , which was originally introduced in 1982 in the con-

ext of conservation variables. That 1982 method is now called

(SUPG) 82 .” At first (SUPG) 82 was not used with any DC (shock-

apturing) term, and the test computations clearly showed the

eed for something extra at the shocks. Later (SUPG) 82 was recast

n entropy variables, but also supplemented with a DC term [109] .

his resulted in better shock profiles. In a 1991 ASME paper [110] ,

SUPG) 82 was supplemented with a very similar DC term. It was

hown in [110,111] that, with the added DC term, (SUPG) 82 was

ery comparable in accuracy to (SUPG) 82 recast in entropy vari-

bles. The stabilized methods and DC terms introduced in [105] for

he advection–diffusion–reaction equation accounted for the inter-

ction between the DC and SUPG terms. Taking that interaction

nto account precludes “compounding” (i.e. augmentation of the

UPG effect by the DC effect when the advection and discontinuity

irections coincide). 

.3. ST-SI 

The ST-SI was introduced in [17] , in the context of

ncompressible-flow equations, to retain the desirable moving-

esh features of the ST-VMS when we have spinning solid

urfaces, such as a turbine rotor. The mesh covering the spinning

urface spins with it, retaining the high-resolution representation

f the boundary layers. The SI between the spinning mesh and

he rest of the mesh accurately connects the two sides of the

ow field. The starting point in the development of the ST-SI

as the ALE-VMS version for “sliding interfaces” [41,42] . In the

T-SI, interface terms similar to those in the ALE-VMS version are

dded to the ST-VMS formulation to account for the compatibility

onditions for the velocity and stress. An ST-SI version where

he SI is between fluid and solid domains with weakly-enforced

irichlet boundary conditions for the fluid was also presented in

17] . The SI in this case is a “fluid–solid SI” rather than a standard

fluid–fluid SI.” The ST-SI method introduced in [18] for the cou-

led incompressible-flow and thermal-transport equations retain

he high-resolution representation of the thermo-fluid boundary

ayers near spinning solid surfaces. These ST-SI methods have

een successfully applied to aerodynamic analysis of vertical-axis

ind turbines [17] , thermo-fluid analysis of disk brakes [18] ,

ow-driven string dynamics in turbomachinery [99] , flow analysis

f turbocharger turbines [10–12] , flow around tires with road con-

act and deformation [100,101] , aerodynamic analysis of ram-air

arachutes [102] , and heart valve flow analysis [94,96,97] . 

In another version of the ST-SI presented in [17] , the SI is

etween a thin porous structure and the fluid on its two sides.

his enables dealing with the fabric porosity in a fashion con-

istent with how the standard fluid–fluid SIs are dealt with and

ow the Dirichlet conditions are enforced weakly with fluid–solid

Is. Furthermore, this version enables handling thin structures
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that have T-junctions. This method has been successfully used in

incompressible-flow aerodynamic analysis of ram-air parachutes

with fabric porosity [102] . The compressible-flow ST-SI methods

were introduced in [103] , including the version where the SI is

between a thin porous structure and the fluid on its two sides.

Compressible-flow porosity models were also introduced in [103] .

These, together with the compressible-flow ST SUPG method [112] ,

extended the ST computational analysis range to compressible-

flow aerodynamics of parachutes with fabric and geometric porosi-

ties. That enabled successful ST computational flow analysis of the

Orion spacecraft drogue parachute in the compressible-flow regime

[103] . The computations were in the context of finite element

discretization. 

1.4. ST-IGA and STNMUM 

The ST-IGA was introduced in [13] . It is the integration of the

ST framework with isogeometric discretization. First computations

with the ST-VMS and ST-IGA were reported in [13] in a 2D con-

text, with IGA basis functions in space for flow past an airfoil, and

in both space and time for the advection equation. The stability

and accuracy analysis given [13] for the advection equation showed

that using higher-order basis functions in time would be essential

in getting full benefit out of using higher-order basis functions in

space. 

In the early stages of the ST-IGA, the emphasis was on IGA ba-

sis functions in time. As pointed out in [13,14] and demonstrated

in [16,19,20] , higher-order NURBS basis functions in time provide

a more accurate representation of the motion of the solid sur-

faces and a mesh motion consistent with that. They also provide

more efficiency in temporal representation of the motion and de-

formation of the volume meshes, and better efficiency in remesh-

ing. That is how the STNMUM was introduced and demonstrated

in [16,19,20] . The name “STNMUM” was given in [21] . The STN-

MUM has a wide scope that includes spinning solid surfaces. With

the spinning motion represented by quadratic NURBS basis func-

tions in time, and with sufficient number of temporal patches for

a full rotation, the circular paths are represented exactly, and a

“secondary mapping” [13,14,16,34] enables also specifying a con-

stant angular velocity for invariant speeds along the paths. The

ST framework and NURBS in time also enable, with the “ST-C”

method, extracting a continuous representation from the computed

data and, in large-scale computations, efficient data compression

[15,18,99,113] . The STNMUM and desirable features of the ST-IGA

with IGA basis functions in time have been demonstrated in many

3D computations. The classes of problems solved are flapping-wing

aerodynamics for an actual locust [16,19,34,86] , bioinspired MAVs

[20,84,85,87] and wing-clapping [88,89] , separation aerodynamics

of spacecraft [78] , aerodynamics of horizontal-axis [8,21,84,85] and

vertical-axis [17] wind-turbines, thermo-fluid analysis of ground

vehicles and their tires [15] , thermo-fluid analysis of disk brakes

[18] , flow-driven string dynamics in turbomachinery [99] , and flow

analysis of turbocharger turbines [10–12] . 

The ST-IGA with IGA basis functions in space provides more ac-

curate representation of the geometry and increased accuracy in

the flow solution. Because it accomplishes that with less number

of control points, and consequently with larger effective element

sizes, it enables using larger time-step sizes while keeping the

Courant number at a desirable level for good accuracy. It has been

utilized in ST computational flow analysis of turbocharger turbines

[10–12] , ram-air parachutes [102] , tires with road contact and de-

formation [101] , and heart valves [94,96,97] . 

In the flow analysis presented here, the ST-IGA enables more

accurate representation of the turbine and manifold geometries,

increased accuracy in the flow solution, and using larger time-
tep sizes. The STNMUM enables exact representation of the mesh

otation. 

.5. General-purpose NURBS mesh generation method 

To make the ST-IGA use, and in a wider context the IGA use,

ven more practical in computational flow analysis with complex

eometries, NURBS volume mesh generation needs to be easier and

ore automated. To that end, a general-purpose NURBS mesh gen-

ration method was introduced in [11] . The method is based on

ulti-block-structured mesh generation with existing techniques,

rojection of that mesh to a NURBS mesh made of patches that

orrespond to the blocks, and recovery of the original model sur-

aces. The recovery of the original surfaces is to the extent they

re suitable for accurate and robust fluid mechanics computa-

ions. The method is expected to retain the refinement distribution

nd element quality of the multi-block-structured mesh that we

tart with. Because there are ample good techniques and software

or generating multi-block-structured meshes, the method makes

eneral-purpose mesh generation relatively easy. Mesh-quality per-

ormance studies for 2D and 3D meshes, including those for com-

lex models, were presented in [12] . A test computation for a tur-

ocharger turbine and exhaust manifold was also presented in [12] .

he performance studies and test computation demonstrated that

he general-purpose NURBS mesh generation method makes the

GA use in fluid mechanics computations even more practical. 

The general-purpose NURBS mesh generation method is used

lso in the turbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold flow analy-

is presented here. 

.6. ST-SI-IGA 

An SI also provides mesh generation flexibility in a general con-

ext by accurately connecting the two sides of the solution com-

uted over nonmatching meshes. This type of mesh generation

exibility is especially valuable in complex-geometry flow compu-

ations with isogeometric discretization. The integration of the ST-

I and ST-IGA allows, without loss of accuracy, C −1 continuity be-

ween NURBS patches and thus removes the matching requirement

etween the patches. This feature was used in the heart valve flow

nalysis, for the purpose of independent meshing in the inlet and

utlet regions of the computational domain. It is also used in the

urbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold flow analysis, for the

urpose of independent meshing in the manifold and volute re-

ions of the computational domain. 

.7. Stabilization parameters and element length definitions 

In the ST-SUPS and ST-VMS, and in stabilized methods in gen-

ral, an embedded stabilization parameter, known as “τ ,” plays a

ignificant role. This parameter involves a measure of the local

ength scale (also known as “element length”) and other param-

ters such as the element Reynolds and Courant numbers. Vari-

us element lengths and τ s were proposed, starting with those in

25,106–108,114] , followed by the ones introduced in [104,105] . In

any cases, the “element length” was seen as an advection length

cale. The set of τ s introduced in [106–108] in conjunction with

SUPG) 82 is now called “τ 82 .” The τ definition introduced in [105] ,

hich is for the advective limit and is now called “τ SUGN1 ” (and

he corresponding element length is now called “h UGN ”), automati-

ally yields lower values for higher-order finite element basis func-

ions (see [115,116] ). Later, other τ definitions that are applicable

o higher-order elements were proposed in [117] in the context

f advective-diffusive systems. The τ used in [110] with (SUPG) 82 

as a slightly modified version of τ 82 . Subsequent minor modifi-

ations of τ took into account the interaction between the DC
82 
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nd (SUPG) 82 terms in a fashion similar to how it was done in

105] for the advection–diffusion–reaction equation. Until 2004, all

hese slightly modified versions of τ 82 were always used with the

ame DC parameter, which was introduced in the 1991 ASME pa-

er [110] and is now called “δ91 .” This DC parameter was derived

rom the one given in [109] for the entropy variables. 

Calculating the τ s based on the element-level matrices and

ectors was introduced in [118] in the context of the advection–

iffusion equation and the Navier–Stokes equations of incompress-

ble flows. These definitions are expressed in terms of the ratios

f the norms of the matrices or vectors. They automatically take

nto account the local length scales, advection field and the ele-

ent Reynolds number. The definitions based on the element-level

ectors were shown [118,119] to address the difficulties reported

t small time-step sizes. A second element length scale, based on

he solution gradient and called “h RGN ,” was introduced in 2001

23,120] . Recognizing this as a diffusion length scale, a new stabi-

ization parameter for the diffusive limit, “τ SUGN3 ,” was introduced

n [23,121] , to be used together with τ SUGN1 and “τ SUGN2 ,” the pa-

ameters for the advective and transient limits. For the stabilized

T methods, “τ SUGN12 ,” representing both the advective and tran-

ient limits, was also introduced in [23] . 

New ways of calculating the τ and DC parameter to be used

ith (SUPG) 82 were introduced in 2004 [121–123] . The new τ s,

ow categorized under the label “τ 04 ,” have a matrix struc-

ure for viscous flows and reduce to a scalar for inviscid flows.

he new DC parameters were of two types: one defined in a

tyle the Discontinuity-Capturing Directional Dissipation (DCDD)

23,123,124] parameter was defined, and one that is now called

YZ β” DC parameter. The YZ β DC parameter is residual based, and

t is simpler than δ91 . It has options for smoother or sharper com-

uted shocks. A number of 2D and 3D test computations with YZ β
C were reported in [125–127] . These computations showed that

n addition to being simpler than δ91 , the YZ β DC parameter was

uperior in accuracy. The computations reported in [125–127] were

ased on the compressible-flow ST SUPG. 

Some new options for the stabilization parameters used with

he SUPS and VMS methods were proposed in [15,16,21,24,83] .

hese include a fourth τ component, “τ SUGN4 ” [15] , which was

ntroduced for the VMS method, considering one of the two ex-

ra stabilization terms the VMS method has compared to the

UPS method. They also include stabilization parameters [15] for

he thermal-transport part of the VMS method for the coupled

ncompressible-flow and thermal-transport equations. 

The stabilization and DC parameters discussed in this section

o far were all originally intended for finite element discretiza-

ion, but quite often used also for isogeometric discretization. The

tabilization and DC parameters introduced in [128] target isoge-

metric discretization, but are also applicable to finite element

iscretization. They were introduced in the context of the

dvection–diffusion equation and the Navier–Stokes equations of

ncompressible flows. The parameters are based on a direction-

ependent element length expression. The expression is outcome

f an easy to understand derivation. The key components of the

erivation are mapping the direction vector from the physical ST

lement to the parent ST element, accounting for the discretiza-

ion spacing along each of the parametric coordinates, and map-

ing what we have in the parent element back to the physical ele-

ent. The test computations presented in [128] for pure-advection

ases showed that the new parameters yield good solution

rofiles. 

Element length definitions play a significant role also in the ST-

I. Until now, the definitions were based on the one introduced in

105] and its ST version [23] . 

In the flow analysis presented here, the stabilization parameters

ome mostly from [128] . For the ST-SI, we are introducing a new
lement length definition, which can be seen as an extension of

he one introduced in [128] . 

.8. Computation presented 

The model we actually compute with consists of the exhaust

anifold, turbocharger turbine and the exhaust gas purifier. The

as purifier has about 700 narrow channels. Because of the spon-

or restrictions, we will not be able to provide any additional infor-

ation on that component or show a picture of it. For the presen-

ation of the material here, we will see it just as a component that

akes the turbine outflow conditions more realistic. We compute

he flow for a full intake/exhaust cycle. 

.9. Outline of the remaining sections 

In Section 2 we provide the ST-VMS and ST-SI together with

he stabilization parameters and ST-SI element length definitions.

he flow analysis is presented Section 3 , and the concluding re-

arks in Section 4 . In the Appendix, we provide some additional

etails related to the stabilization parameters and element length

efinitions. 

. ST-VMS and ST-SI 

We first describe, mostly from [17] , the ST-VMS: 

∫ 
Q n 

w 

h · ρ
(

∂u 

h 

∂t 
+ u 

h · ∇ 

∇ ∇ u 

h − f h 
)

d Q 

+ 

∫ 
Q n 

ε ε ε (w 

h ) : σσσ (u 

h , p h )d Q 

−
∫ 

( P n ) h 

w 

h · h 

h d P 

+ 

∫ 
Q n 

q h ∇ 

∇ ∇ · u 

h d Q + 

∫ 
	n 

(w 

h ) + n · ρ
(
(u 

h ) + n − (u 

h ) −n 
)
d	

+ 

(n el ) n ∑ 

e =1 

∫ 
Q e n 

τSUPS 

ρ

[
ρ

(
∂w 

h 

∂t 
+ u 

h · ∇ 

∇ ∇ w 

h 

)

+ ∇ 

∇ ∇ q h 
]

· r M 

(u 

h , p h )d Q 

+ 

(n el ) n ∑ 

e =1 

∫ 
Q e n 

νLSIC ∇ 

∇ ∇ · w 

h ρr C (u 

h )d Q 

−
(n el ) n ∑ 

e =1 

∫ 
Q e n 

τSUPS w 

h ·
(
r M 

(u 

h , p h ) · ∇ 

∇ ∇ u 

h 
)
d Q 

−
(n el ) n ∑ 

e =1 

∫ 
Q e n 

τ 2 
SUPS 

ρ
r M 

(u 

h , p h ) ·
(∇ 

∇ ∇ w 

h 
)

· r M 

(u 

h , p h )d Q 

= 0 , (1) 

here 

 M 

(
u 

h , p h 
)

= ρ

(
∂u 

h 

∂t 
+ u 

h · ∇ 

∇ ∇ u 

h − f h 
)

−∇ 

∇ ∇ ·σσσ
(
u 

h , p h 
)
, (2) 

 C 

(
u 

h 
)

= ∇ 

∇ ∇ · u 

h (3) 

re the residuals of the momentum equation and incompressibility

onstraint. Here, ρ , u , p , f , and h are the density, velocity, pres-

ure, body force, and the traction specified at the boundary. The

tress tensor is defined as σσσ (u , p) = −pI + 2 με ε ε (u ) , where I is the

dentity tensor, μ = ρν is the viscosity, ν is the kinematic viscos-

ty, and ε ε ε (u ) = (( ∇ 

∇ ∇ u ) + ( ∇ 

∇ ∇ u ) T ) / 2 is the strain-rate tensor. The test

unctions associated with the velocity and pressure are w and q . A
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( P n ) SI 
h B 

 

superscript “h ” indicates that the function is coming from a finite-

dimensional space. The symbol Q n represents the ST slice between

time levels n and n + 1 , ( P n ) h is the part of the lateral boundary of

that slice associated with the traction boundary condition h , and

	n is the spatial domain at time level n . The superscript “e ” is

the ST element counter, and n el is the number of ST elements. The

functions are discontinuous in time at each time level, and the su-

perscripts “ − ” and “ + ” indicate the values of the functions just

below and just above the time level. 

Remark 1. The ST-SUPS can be obtained from the ST-VMS by drop-

ping the eighth and ninth integrations. 

There are various ways of defining the stabilization parameters

τ SUPS and νLSIC . Here, τ SUPS is mostly from [128] : 

τSUPS = 

(
τ−2 

SUGN12 + τ−2 
SUGN3 + τ−2 

SUGN4 

)− 1 
2 
. (4)

The first component is given as 

τ−2 
SUGN12 = 

[
1 

u 

][
1 

u 

]
: G 

ST , (5)

where G 

ST is the element metric tensor in the ST framework

(see Appendix A.2 ). The second component is defined as 

τ−1 
SUGN3 = νrr : G , (6)

where r is the solution direction: 

r = 

∇ 

∇ ∇ ‖ 

u ‖ ∥∥∇ 

∇ ∇ ‖ 

u ‖ 

∥∥ , (7)

and G is the element metric tensor (see Appendix A.1 ). The third

component, originating from [15] , is defined as 

τSUGN4 = 

∥∥∇ 

∇ ∇ u 

h 
∥∥−1 

F 
(8)

or 

τSUGN4 = 

∥∥ε ε ε (u 

h 
)∥∥−1 

F 
. (9)

Here ‖·‖ F represents the Frobenius norm. The stabilization param-

eter νLSIC is from [21] : 

νLSIC = 

h 

2 
LSIC 

τSUPS 

, (10)

where h LSIC is set equal to the minimum element length

h MIN (see Appendix A.1 ). For more ways of calculat-

ing the stabilization parameters in flow computations,

see [1,2,15,17,21,23,24,111,119,123–127,129–141] . 

The expression for r M 

( u 

h , p h ) includes second derivatives of the

velocity. For linear basis functions these terms vanish, and for bi-

linear and trilinear basis functions they are grossly underrepre-

sented. This means that r M 

( u 

h , p h ) does not explicitly depend on

the Reynolds number. When we use quadratic or higher-order ba-

sis functions, on the other hand, the term is nonzero and there-

fore explicit dependence of the residual on the Reynolds number

is taken into account. 

In describing the ST-SI (see [17] ), we use the labels “Side A” and

“Side B” to represent the two sides of the SI. In the ST-SI version of

the formulation given by Eq. (1) , there are added boundary terms

corresponding to the SI. The boundary terms for the two sides are

first added separately, using test functions w 

h 
A 

and q h 
A 

and w 

h 
B 

and

q h 
B 

. Then, putting together the terms added to each side, the com-

plete set of terms added becomes 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

(
q h B n B − q h A n A 

)
· 1 

2 

(
u 

h 
B − u 

h 
A 

)
d P 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

ρw 

h 
B ·

1 

2 

((
F 

h 
B −

∣∣F 

h 
B 

∣∣)u 

h 
B −

(
F 

h 
B −

∣∣F 

h 
B 

∣∣)u 

h 
A 

)
d P 
−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

ρw 

h 
A ·

1 

2 

((
F 

h 
A −

∣∣F 

h 
A 

∣∣)u 

h 
A −

(
F 

h 
A −

∣∣F 

h 
A 

∣∣)u 

h 
B 

)
d P 

+ 

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

(
n B · w 

h 
B + n A · w 

h 
A 

)1 

2 

(
p h B + p h A 

)
d P 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

(
w 

h 
B − w 

h 
A 

)
·
(

ˆ n B · μ
(
ε ε ε (u 

h 
B ) + ε ε ε (u 

h 
A ) 

))
d P 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

ˆ n B · μ
(
ε ε ε 
(
w 

h 
B 

)
+ ε ε ε 

(
w 

h 
A 

))
·
(
u 

h 
B − u 

h 
A 

)
d P 

+ 

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

μC 

h 

(
w 

h 
B − w 

h 
A 

)
·
(
u 

h 
B − u 

h 
A 

)
d P, (11)

here 

 

h 
B = n B ·

(
u 

h 
B − v h B 

)
, (12)

 

h 
A = n A ·

(
u 

h 
A − v h A 

)
, (13)

 = 

(
h 

−1 
B 

+ h 

−1 
A 

2 

)−1 

, (14)

 B = 2 ( n B n B : G ) 
− 1 

2 (for Side B) , (15)

 A = 2 ( n A n A : G ) 
− 1 

2 (for Side A) , (16)

ˆ 
 B = 

n B − n A 

‖ 

n B − n A ‖ 

. (17)

ere, ( P n ) SI is the SI in the ST domain, n is the unit normal vector,

 is the mesh velocity, and C is a nondimensional penalty constant.

e note that the expressions given by Eqs. (14) –(16) are being in-

roduced here. At the same time we note that the element lengths

iven by Eqs. (15) and (16) are straightforward extensions of the

ne in [128] . 

A number of remarks were provided in [17] to explain the

dded terms and to comment on related interpretations. We refer

he reader interested in such details to [17] . 

On solid surfaces where we prefer to have weakly-imposed

irichlet conditions for the fluid, we use the ST-SI version where

he SI is between the fluid and solid domains. That version was

btained in [17] by starting with the terms added to Side B and

eplacing the Side A velocity with the velocity g h coming from the

olid domain. Then the terms added to Eq. (1) to represent the

eakly-imposed Dirichlet conditions become 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

q h B n B · u 

h 
B d P −

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

ρw 

h 
B · F 

h 
B u 

h 
B d P 

+ 

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

q h B n B · g 

h d P 

+ 

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

ρw 

h 
B ·

1 

2 

((
F 

h 
B + 

∣∣F 

h 
B 

∣∣)u 

h 
B 

+ 

(
F 

h 
B −

∣∣F 

h 
B 

∣∣)g 

h 
)
d P 

+ 

∫ 
( P n ) SI 

n 

−w 

− : σσσ−d P 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

w 

h 
B ·

(
n B ·σσσ h 

B 

)
d P 

−
∫ 

( P n ) SI 

n B · 2 με ε ε 
(
w 

h 
B 

)
·
(
u 

h 
B − g 

h 
)
d P 

+ 

∫ 
μC 

w 

h 
B ·

(
u 

h 
B − g 

h 
)
d P. (18)
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Fig. 1. Turbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold. 

Table 1 

Number of control points ( nc ) and elements ( ne ) in different parts of the mesh. 

Part nc ne 

Turbine and manifold 274,500 170,137 

Exhaust gas purifier 161,365 49,426 

Total 435,865 219,563 
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Fig. 2. Quadratic NURBS control mesh for the turbine and manifold. 

Fig. 3. Five SIs of the mesh. The red SIs have an actual slip, and the blue SIs are just 

for mesh generation purpose and connect nonmatching meshes. (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 

c  

t  

T  
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R  
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t  

p  
. Computation 

.1. Problem setup 

The model we use is for a four-cylinder engine and is shown

n Fig. 1 . The model we actually compute with consists of the ex-

aust manifold, turbocharger turbine and the exhaust gas purifier,

hich has about 700 narrow channels. Because of the sponsor re-

trictions, we are unable to provide any additional information on

he gas purifier or show a picture of it. In Fig. 1 , we only show the

anifold and turbine. For the presentation of the material here,

e will see the purifier just as a component that makes the tur-

ine outflow conditions more realistic. In that sense, we can see

he manifold as a component that makes the inflow conditions

ore realistic. The rotor diameter is 30 mm and the rotor speed

s 30,0 0 0 rpm, which translates to a turbine rotation period of

 TR = 2 . 0 ×10 −3 s . The engine speed is 20 0 0 rpm, which translates

o an intake/exhaust cycle of T = 6 . 0 ×10 −2 s . The gas density and

inematic viscosity are 0.9 kg/m 

3 and 2 . 8 ×10 −5 m 

2 / s . 

.2. Mesh 

Fig. 2 shows the quadratic NURBS control mesh for the turbine

nd manifold. The mesh was generated with the general-purpose

URBS mesh generation method [11,12] . Table 1 shows the number

f control points and elements in different parts of the mesh. Fig. 3

hows the five SIs of the mesh. Two of the SIs have an actual slip.

he other three are just for mesh generation purpose and connect

onmatching meshes. They are used for independent meshing in

he manifold and volute regions of the computational domain. The

TNMUM enables exact representation of the mesh rotation. 

.3. Computational conditions 

We compute the flow for a full intake/exhaust cycle. The flow

ate at each manifold inlet is shown in Fig. 4 , with the color
ode for the inlets shown in Fig. 5 . In temporal representation of

he mesh rotation, we again use quadratic NURBS basis functions.

here are 90 time steps per rotation, which is equivalent to a time-

tep size of 2 . 22 ×10 −5 s . The number of nonlinear iterations per

ime step is 4, with 50 0, 50 0, 60 0 and 800 GMRES iterations for

he first, second, third and fourth nonlinear iterations, respectively.

he first two nonlinear iterations are based on the ST-SUPS, and

he last two the ST-VMS. We use the stabilization parameters given

y Eqs. (4) –(8) and (10) , and in the scaling (see Appendix A.2 ),

 θ = 1 and D = I . In the ST-SI, we use C = 8 . 

emark 2. The computational settings and mesh resolutions were

etermined based on the stability and accuracy evaluations in the

est computations we conducted prior to the computations we re-

ort here. The time-step size based on 90 steps per turbine ro-
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Fig. 4. Volumetric flow rate at each inlet ( top ) and in total ( bottom ). The color code 

for the inlets is shown in Fig. 5 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Color code for the inlets. Each inlet color corresponds to the color used in 

Fig. 4 . 
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tation is very large compared to what is typical in computation

of rotating machineries. We are able to use larger time-step sizes

while keeping the Courant number at a desirable level for good

accuracy. That is because the ST-IGA provides higher accuracy (in

both geometry representation and flow solution) with less number

of control points, and consequently with larger effective element

sizes. 

3.4. Results 

Fig. 6 shows the velocity magnitude, and Fig. 7 shows the iso-

surfaces corresponding to a positive value of the second invari-

ant of the velocity gradient tensor, colored by the total pressure,

p + 

1 
2 ρ‖ u ‖ 2 . 

In reporting the turbine efficiency, we first define two quanti-

ties, one instantaneous and the other interval-based: 

K(t) = 

∫ 
�INF 

( −n · u ) 

(
1 

2 

ρ‖ u ‖ 

2 + p 

)
d�

+ 

∫ 
�OUTF 

( −n · u ) pd�, (19)

K IB (t 1 , t 2 ) = 

1 

t 2 − t 1 

∫ t 2 

t 1 

K(t )d t . (20)

The inflow and outflow boundaries �INF and �OUTF are shown in

Fig. 8 . Now we define the interval-based efficiency as 

ηIB (t 1 , t 2 , t ) = 

P (t ) 

K (t , t ) 
, (21)
IB 1 2 
here P ( t ) is the instantaneous power extracted from the turbine.

igs. 9–13 show the turbine efficiency measures ηIB (0, T , t ), ηIB (0,

 /4, t ), ηIB ( T /4, T /2, t ), ηIB ( T /2, 3 T /4, t ) and ηIB (3 T /4, T , t ). 

We see in Figs. 6 and 7 that immediately after the peak flow

ate is reached, and that is when we have a strong deceleration,

he vortex structure breaks down into smaller structures. We also

ee that small vortices appear in the manifold where the flow rate

s small. Efficiency is strongly related to the total volumetric flow

ate (shown in the lower part of Fig. 4 ), and is also influenced

y the history of the flow rate. Since the vortex breakdown is a

ey source of the energy loss, reducing the deceleration rate would

lay a key role in increasing the efficiency. 

. Concluding remarks 

We have addressed the computational challenges encountered

n turbocharger turbine and exhaust manifold flow analysis and

resented results for a configuration that includes the exhaust gas

urifier. The challenges include unsteady flow through a complex

eometry with multiple inlets, the need for high-resolution flow

epresentation near the rotor surface, high Reynolds numbers, and

ultiscale flow behavior. One of the main sources of the flow un-

teadiness is the intake/exhaust cycle. The time scale of the in-

ake/exhaust cycle is much larger than that of the turbine because

f high turbine rotation speeds, requiring long-duration computa-

ions in the turbine time scale. This is an additional computational

hallenge that we have overcome. 

In the flow analysis presented, the core computational method

as the ST-VMS, and the other key methods were the ST-IGA, ST-SI,

TNMUM, and a general-purpose NURBS mesh generation method

or complex geometries. The ST framework, in a general context,

rovides higher-order accuracy. The VMS feature of the ST-VMS

ddressed the computational challenges associated with the mul-

iscale nature of the unsteady flow in the manifold and turbine,

nd the moving-mesh feature of the ST framework enabled high-

esolution computation near the rotor surface. The ST-SI enabled

oving-mesh computation of the spinning rotor. The mesh cov-

ring the rotor spins with it, and the SI between the spinning

esh and the rest of the mesh accurately connects the two sides

f the solution. The ST-IGA enabled more accurate representation

f the turbine and manifold geometries and increased accuracy in

he flow solution. The STNMUM enabled exact representation of
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Fig. 6. Velocity magnitude (m/s) at t/T = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 

1.0 ( left to right and top to bottom ). 

t  

m  

t  

i  

s  

u  

e  

S  

Fig. 7. Isosurfaces corresponding to a positive value of the second invariant of the 

velocity gradient tensor, colored by the total pressure (kPa), at t/T = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 

0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 ( left to right and top to bottom ). 

d  

i

 

t  

t  

p  
he mesh rotation. The general-purpose NURBS mesh generation

ethod made it somewhat easier to deal with the complex geome-

ries we have here. An SI also provides mesh generation flexibility

n a general context by accurately connecting the two sides of the

olution computed over nonmatching meshes. That enabled us to

se nonmatching NURBS meshes. Stabilization parameters and el-

ment length definitions play a significant role in the ST-VMS and

T-SI. For the ST-VMS, we used the stabilization parameters intro-
uced recently, and for the ST-SI, the element length definition we

ntroduced in this article. 

Including the exhaust gas purifier in the computation made the

urbine outflow conditions more realistic, just like how including

he manifold made the inflow conditions more realistic. We com-

uted the flow for a full intake/exhaust cycle. The computation
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Fig. 8. Boundaries used in calculating the turbine efficiency: �INF ( red ) and �OUTF 

( blue ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Turbine efficiency ηIB (0, T , t ). The black line shows the average value. 

Fig. 10. Turbine efficiency ηIB (0, T /4, t ). The black line shows the average value. 

Fig. 11. Turbine efficiency ηIB ( T /4, T /2, t ). The black line shows the average value. 

Fig. 12. Turbine efficiency ηIB ( T /2, 3 T /4, t ). The black line shows the average value. 

Fig. 13. Turbine efficiency ηIB (3 T /4, T , t ). The black line shows the average value. 
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howed that the methods we used here are very effective in this

lass of challenging flow analyses. 
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ppendix A. Element metric tensor 

Here provide from [128] the element metric tensor in space and

n the ST framework. These are used in Section 2 in calculation of

he stabilization parameters and element lengths. 

.1. Element metric tensor in space 

Components of the Jacobian matrix Q are written as 

 i j = 

∂x i 
∂ξ j 

, (A.1) 

here ξ j is the parametric coordinate in j th direction. We first

cale it with a matrix D to take into account the polynomial or-

er or other factors such as the dimensions of the element domain

n the parametric space: 

ˆ 
 = QD 

−1 . (A.2) 

ith this vector, we define the element length (see [128] ) as 

 RQD = 2 ( rr : G ) 
− 1 

2 . (A.3) 

here 

 = 

ˆ Q 

−T ˆ Q 

−1 . (A.4) 

emark 3. From this derivation, what we get with D = I has been

sed in many methods of calculating the stabilization parameters

see, for example, [34] ). In those methods, a scaling factor taking

he polynomial order into account is applied to the element length,

nd here we do the scaling in the parametric space, for each of the

arametric directions. 

Sweeping over all the directions represented by r , we obtain the

inimum and maximum element lengths: 

 MIN ≡ 2 min 

r 

(
( rr : G ) 

− 1 
2 

)
, (A.5) 

 MAX ≡ 2 max 
r 

(
( rr : G ) 

− 1 
2 

)
. (A.6) 

hey are equivalent to 

 MIN = 2 

(
max 

r 
( rr : G ) 

)− 1 
2 

, (A.7) 

= 2 ( λmax ( G ) ) 
− 1 

2 , (A.8) 
nd 

 MAX = 2 

(
min 

r 
( rr : G ) 

)− 1 
2 

, (A.9) 

= 2 ( λmin ( G ) ) 
− 1 

2 , (A.10) 

here λmax and λmin are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues

f the argument matrix. 

emark 4. In the implementation, we take measures to keep the

alculated element length between h MIN and h MAX . 

2. Element metric tensor in the ST framework 

The ST Jacobian matrix is 

 

ST = 

⎡ 

⎣ 

∂t 

∂θ

∂t 

∂ ξξξ
∂x 

∂θ
Q 

⎤ 

⎦ (A.11) 

= 

⎡ 

⎣ 

∂t 

∂θ

∂t 

∂ ξξξ

v 
∂t 

∂θ
Q 

⎤ 

⎦ , (A.12) 

here θ is the parametric coordinate in time, and the mesh veloc-

ty v is 

 = 

∂x 

∂t 

∣∣∣∣
ξξξ

. (A.13) 

he ST scaling matrix is given as 

 

ST = 

[
D θ 0 

T 

0 D 

]
, (A.14) 

nd the scaling becomes 

ˆ 
 

ST = Q 

ST 
(
D 

ST 
)−1 

. (A.15) 

he ST metric tensor is defined as 

 

ST = 

(
ˆ Q 

ST 
)−T (

ˆ Q 

ST 
)−1 

. (A.16) 
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